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01. INTRODUCTION 
LET (X, T) BE a flow, K a topological group, and u a cocycle on X to K; i.e. u: 
X x T + K continuous with U(X, ts) = a(x, t)u(xr, s) (x E X, t, s E T). Then these data 
have been used to construct other flows related to (X, T). Probably the most important of 
these constructions is the skew product flow (K z X, T). Here the underlying phase 
space is K x X and T acts via the map (k, x)+(&u(x, t),xt): K X X+ K X X (see for 
example [5,7]). 
Another application of the cocycle u occurs when in addition to the above data 
one is given a bitransformation group (K, Y, T) and a homomorphism 
r: (Y, T)+ (X, T). Then u is used to change the original action (y, t)+ yt: Y X T + Y 
of T on Y to (y, t)+ a(r(x), t)-‘xt: Y x T + Y, (See [2]). Indeed this construction 
includes the former (set Y = K X X, k(l, x) = (k[, x), (I, x)t = (I, xt); p(k, x) = x, (k, I E 
K, x E X, t E T)). 
A third use for the cocycle u is to change the velocity of the flow (see [l, 81). This 
may also be subsumed under the above. Thus in the papers[l, 81 Y = X, T = R = K, 
and r is the identity. 
The function u is called a cocycle because it may be identified with a one cocycle on 
T with coefficients in the Z(T)-module C(X, K), when K is abelian. Indeed the whole 
discussion may be carried on in the context of the cohomology theory of groups. This 
is done in [9] where Petersen discusses some applications of the latter to the study of 
the extensions of minimal sets. In this paper we make no use of this theory and there 
is no overlap with [9]. 
As can be seen from the above the study of cocycles on X is closely related to the 
study of extensions of X. The extensions that occur are the so-called almost periodic 
and distal ones. (Let m: (Y, 7’)+ (X, T) be a homomorphism of minimal flows. Then 
(Y, T) is an almost periodic extension of (X, T) if there exists a bitransformation 
group (H, 2, T) such that (Z/H, T) = (X, T) and (Z/f.., T) = (Y. T) where H is a 
compact topological group and L is a closed subgroup of H. Let yI, y2 E Y with 
yl # y2. Then yl and y2 are distal if there is no net (f,) C T with lim y,f, = lim y&. The 
extension (Y,.T) of (X, T) is distal if y, and y2 are distal for all pairs yI. y2 in Y with 
YI f ~2 and r(yl) = 74~2).) 
Many of the dynamical problems involved in the study of cocycles are concerned 
with whether u is a coboundary, i.e. whether there exists a continuous function 
f: X+ K such that (1) f(xt) = f(x)u(x, t)(x E X, t E T). In general no such function 
exists. However, when (X, T) is minimal and K is compact, there exists an almost 
periodic minimal extension (Y. T) of (X. T) such that equation (1) is solvable on Y. 
Moreover the solution f induces a homomorphism from the group of X to K with 
kernel the group of Y. This fact is the starting point of a systematic study of cocycles 
in the category of minimal sets. 
In order to make the above statement precise it is necessary to make several 
identifications. This is most conveniently done by working in the category of pointed 
minimal sets or equivalently with the collection of T-subalgebras of C(M) where M is 
a fixed universal minimal set (see [3]). 
When this point of view is adopted it becomes apparent that one need only 
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consider cocycles on M to K. It turns out that every such cocycle u is a coboundary 
and that any two solutions of the equation df = (r “differ” by a constant. Thus there is 
a unique function fg: M ---, K with dfv = Q and f,(e) = e. (The equation df = cr is just 
(1) above.) 
For every cocycle a on M there is a natural way of associating T-subalgebras, 
al(a) and ai with u and fr respectively. Moreover the cocycles on X to K may be 
identified with those cocycles u on M to K with al(u) C C(X). These facts allow us 
to use the algebraic machinery developed in [3] to study cocycles on minimal sets. 
In general (K x X, Tj is not minimal but the minimal subsets thereof are all Lr 
isomorphic and constitute a partition of K x X. The algebra ext (d, a) corresponding to 
the orbit closure of the point (e, x0) is just the supremum of the two algebras Sp and aI 
and the flow ]ext (&, a)] is the smallest extension of X on which the cocycle u bounds. 
(Here d is the T-subalgebra of C(M) which corresponds to the pointed flow (X,x,,).) 
The fundamental fact upon which this study rests is that fw restricted to the group 
A of & is a T-continuous homomorphism whose kernel is the group of ext (da, a). This 
provides the link between the cohomology theory of skew products and the algebraic 
theory of minimal sets. 
The principal results of the paper fall into three groups. 
The ones in the first group show how the algebraic techniques may be used to 
obtain simple and unified proofs of old results and far reaching generalizations 
thereof. As an example of the former, 3.9 states that the flow S xX is minimal if and 
only if u” is not cohomologous to 0 for all integers n f 0. (Here S is the circle group.) 
(For other examples see 3.23 and 3.24.) 
An example of the latter type is Proposition 3.20 which states that when the 
canonical map Horn (G/E, K)+ Horn (AHE, K) is onto then the cocycle u is co- 
homologous to a constant cocycle if and only if ext (&, a) may be gotten from & by 
adding almost periodic functions. This generalizes the known result 3.23 which is 
essentially 3.20 with the additional assumptions that T is the integers, K is an n-torus 
and (l&l, T) is equicontinuous. 
Moreover 3.19 shows that these theorems are not about almost periodic functions 
or equicontinuous flows but rather about how the group of the flow (I&], T) is related 
to the group associated with a specified class of cocycles. 
The second group of results has to do with the cohomology H(ccQ, K) and the 
group A of d. Here the main result is 4.18 which states that when IdI is O-dimensional 
H(d, K) is isomorphic to Horn (A/A*, K) (where A" is the group associated with the 
largest almost periodic extension of a.) In general all that can be said is that there is 
an injection of H(d, K) into Horn (A/A", K) (Proposition 3.18). 
The last group has to do with the existence of a supplement. Let & C 9 C 3. Then 
Sp is an d-supplement of 9 if d = Y tl9 and B = Sp v 9. The principal result is 
Proposition 5.26 which states that if 9 is an almost periodic extension of d with B < A 
and if the map from H(&, A/B) to Horn (A/A", A/B) is onto then 9 has an d-supplement 
in B if and only if 9 = ext (a, a) for some cocycle u on d to A/B. In this case Y may be 
taken to be the perturbed flow per (B, a). (See §5 for definitions.) 
perturbed flow per (3, a). (See OS for definitions.) 
The theory of cocycles as expounded below shows that the group K plays several 
roles. It is the coefficient group of the cohomology theory, the group of the extension, 
ext (.& a) mod the group of d and the group whose action on I%] is used to obtain the 
perturbed flow, per (3, a). It is necessary to keep these roles distinct especially when 
considering the composition of perturbations (see 5.15). 
Two other points about the group K should be stressed. First, it need not be 
abelian, and second, it must be compact.. Although the circle group is the most 
frequently occurring coefficient group, it is clear especially for the theory of perturbed 
flows that one has to be able to handle non-abelian coefficient groups. The compactness 
of the group K is necessary in order to study cocycles on X to K by means of 
cocycles on M to K. 
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Standing Notation. In the paper K denotes an arbitrary compact group, T an 
arbitrary discrete group, @T the Stone-Cech compactification of T, it4 a fixed minimal 
right ideal in PT. u a fixed idempotent in M, and G the group Mu (see [3] for details.) 
02. COCYCLES ON M 
2.1 In this section the basic definitions and results are given which enable one to 
study cocycles on minimal sets within the context of the algebraic theory of minimal 
sets developed in [3]. 
2.2 Definition. A cocycle on T to K is a function u: T x T + K such that cr(r, ts) = 
a(r, t)u(rt, s)(r, t, s E T). The set of cocycles on T to K will be denoted .Z(T, K). The 
function associated with (T is the map t + de, t): T + K. It is denoted f,. 
2.3 LEMMA. Let f: T --, K with f(e) = e, and let u(t, s) = f (t)-‘f(ts)(t, s E T). Then 
u E Z(T, K) and f = fU. 
Proof. u(r, t)u(rt, s) = f(r)-‘f(rt)f(rt)-‘f(rts) = f(r)-‘f(rts) = u(r, ts). 
Also fr(t) = u(e, t) = f(e)-‘f(t) = f(t). 
2.4 PROPOSITION. Let 9 = {f/f: T+ K,f(e) = e}. Then u + fo: Z(T, K)+ 9 is bi- 
jective; the inverse being the map f +ut: 9+ Z(T, K), where u,(t, s) = 
f (t)-‘f(ts)(t, s E T). 
Proof. In view of 2.3 it suffices to show that u(t, s) = f,(t)-‘f,(ts) and that 
f,,(e) = e(u E Z(T, K)). Both relations follow immediately from the definitions. 
2.5 Remark. If K is abelian, the set C(T, K) of functions is an abelian group. It 
may be made into a T-module by defining tf to be the function s + f (St): T ---, K. Then 
it turns out that Z(T, K) may be identified with the set Z’(T, C(T, K)) of one cocycles 
on T with coefficients in C(T, K). The cocycle a/ is just the coboundary of the 
function f. Thus dfW = u and so every one cocycle on T to C(T, K) is a coboundary. 
2.6 Remarks. 1. Let u E Z(T, K) and t E T. Then the function s --$ 
u(s, t): T + K is continuous and so may be extended continuously to PT since K is 
compact. Denote the extension by u,. 
Now let p E PT. Then t +u~(P): T + K may be extended to a continuous 
function up: PT + K. 
The function (p, q)+ up(q): /3T x PT + K will also be denoted u since it coincides 
with u on T x T. 
Notice that the function x + u(p, x): /?T + K is continuous (p E T). 
2. Let s, t E T and x E PT. Then there exists a net (r”) C T with r, +x. Hence 
u(x, ts) = lim u(r,, ts) = lim u(m, t)u(r,t, s) = u(x, t)cr(xt, s). 
Similarly by taking appropriate nets in T and using 1, it is easy to see that 
u(x, yz) = a(~, Y )U(XY, z)(x, Y$ z E PT). 
3. Let u E Z(T, K). Then f,, has a continuous extension (also denoted f,,) to /3T 
and it is immediate that f,(p) = u(e, p)(p E PT) and that a(% Y) = 
fm(x)-‘f,(xy)(x, Y E PT). 
Now I should like to restrict myself to the class of “minimal” cocycles. 
2.7 Definition. The cocycle u is minimal if u(u, x) = u(e, x)(x E PT). The 
function f: /3T + K is minimal if f (ux) = f (x)(x E PT). 
2.8 PROPOSITION. The cocycle u is minimal if and only if its associated function f_ is 
minimal. 
Proof. Since uz = u, the cocycle equation implies that u(u, u) = e. Thus if u is 
minimal f,(up) = u(e, up) = u(u, up) = u(u, u>u(u, p) = U(U, p) = u(e, p) = f,(p). 
On the other hand if f. is minimal, u(u, x) = f_(u)-‘fb_(ux) = f#(e)-‘f,,(x) = u(e, x). 
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2.9 Basic assumptions. Henceforth all cocycles, functions, and flows are assumed 
minimal. The set of minimal cocycles will be denoted by Z(M, Kj. 
2.10 Definitions. 1. Let f: T+ K be a minimal function. Then the space of f, 
sp(f) = M/R, where x = y(Rr) if f(xp) = f(yp)(x. y E M, p E PT). The space of f is 
made into a pointed flow by taking the base point to be the equivalence class to which u 
belongs. This allows us to speak of the T-subalgebra al(f) of the flow and the group g(f) 
of the flow. 
2. Let o E Z(M, K). Then the space of u, sp(a) = m/R, where x = y(R,) if 
o(x, P) = a(~, P)(x. Y E M, P E PT). Since dx, ~4) = ah p)a(xp, 4). x = y(R,) if 
and only if xp = yp(p E /3T). Thus R, is invariant. 
Let (x,,, y.) E R, with x, +x, y, + y. Then a(x, t) = lim u(x,, t) = lim u(y,, t) = 
u(y, t)(t E T) whence u(x, p) = u(y, p)(p E PT). This shows that R, is closed and 
so sp(a-j is a compact Haushorff minimal flow. 
Again we “point” the flow sp(u) by choosing as base point the equivalence class to 
which u belongs. Thereby the algebra, al(u), of the flow and g(u), the group of the 
flow sp(uj are well defined. 
2.11 PROPOSITION. Let u be a cocycle and f, its associated function. Then 1. 
al(u) C aI( 2.8(u) = {ala E G. fo(ax) = fO(a)f,(x). (x E j3T)). 
Proof. 1. Let p = q on aI( i.e. p = q(Rt,). Then a(p. x) = f,(p)-‘f,(px) = 
f,(q)-‘fAqx) = u(q, x) (x E PT). Thus p = q on al(u). 
2. Let a E 9(u) and x E PT. Then fO(ax) = u(e, ax) = u(e, a)u(a, x) = 
de, a)u(e, x) = fO(o)fAx). 
On the other hand let a E G with f,(ax) = fW(a)f,(x) (x E PT). Then u(a, x) = 
f,(a)-‘f-(x) = o(e, x)(x E X). 
2.12 PROPOSITION. Let u be a cocycle, fv its associated function, and F = g(a). 
Then fO; (F, T)+ K is a continuous homomorphism and so induces a continuous 
homomorphism from F/H (F, T) to K. (Recall that H(F, T) is the intersection of the 
T-closed neighborhoods of e E F). 
Proof. That f. restricted to F is a homomorphism follows immediately from 2 of 
2.12. 
Let a E F and N a neighborhood of fC(a). Let N, and Nz be neighborhoods of 
e E K and fv(a) respectively with N2Nr-’ c N. 
Since fO(u) = e and fo: M --* K is continuous there exist U E a and V E u with 
vu = V, f,(p) E N,, fo(x) E N2 (x 3 LJ, P 3 W. 
Let p E (U, V) fl F. There exists t E V with U E Pt. Then fW(Pt) = fo(P)fo(ut) 
implies that fv(f3) E N2NI-’ C N. (Recall that if t E V and Vu = V then V E ut). 
Since H(F, T) = tl {cls V II F/V a 7-neighborhood of e} and K is Hausdorff, 
H(F, T) c kerf,. 
2.13 LEMMA. Let u be a cocycle. Then u(xv, u) = e(x E PT. M E PT with u2 = V). 
Proof. a(x, u) = u(xuu) = u(x, u)u(xc. u). 
2.14 PROPOSITION. Let u be a cocycle and fW its associated function. Then al(fU) is an 
almost periodic extension of al(u) and g(fo) is the kernel of the homomorphism induced 
by f., on g(a). 
Proof. Since H(F, T) C ker f. by.2.12 it suffices for the first part of 2.14 to show 
that al(fo) is a distal extension of al(u). 
To this end let pu = p on al(u) with u2 = u E M. Then f,(pux) = u(e,pux) = 
u(e, pv)o(pu, x) = o(e, PU)U(P, xl. Now de, PV) = de, PMP, VI = de, pb(pu, VI = 
de, p) by 2.13. Thus f,(pux) = a(e, p)u(e. p)u(p, x) = u(e, PX) = f,(px). 
Now a E g(fv) if and only if fC(ax) = fW(x)(x E /3T). Since fv(ax) = fo(x), the 
latter holds if and only if fC(a) = e. 
2. I5 Definition. Let a, 6 E Z( T, K). Then a8 is that element of Z(T, K) deter- 
mined by the function fvf6; i.e., fvS = fofb. 
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2.16 Remarks. 1. The cocycles, Z(T, K) from a group with identity E, where 
ft(x) = e(x E PT). The product US is given by the equation (,76)(x, y) = 
fs(x)_‘u(x, Y)fa(x)m, Y) and the inverse of u by cr-‘(x, y) = 
fo(x)o(x, Y )-‘fcs(x)-‘(x, Y E m. 
2. The group Z(T, K) is in general not abelian. However, if K is abelian, so is 
Z(T, K). 
3. The minimal cocycles Z(M, K) form a subgroup of Z(T, K). 
The proof of the following proposition is straightforward and will be omitted. 
2.17 PROPOSITION. Let u, 6 be cocycles and fm fa their associated functions. Then 
1. al(&) C al(a) v aI 
2. aI C alt._f,) v aKf6) 
3. aI = al(fo-,) 
4. aI C aI v aUf8) 
5. aI C al(fdl) v al(f8). 
If K is abelian, then 
6. al(&) C al(u) v al(a). 
2.18 Definition. Let u E Horn (T, K), the set of homomorphisms from T to K. 
Then the map (s, t)+ u(t): T x T + K is a cocy.cle (which I shall also denote by a). 
Such cocycles will be called constant cocycfes and Horn (T, K) will be viewed as a 
subset of Z(T, K). 
2.19 Remarks. 1. It is easy to see that every constant cocycle is minimal and that 
u E Hom(T, K).if and only if al (a) = C. Moreover when u is constant then fm = u. 
2. The reason for calling the elements of Horn (T, K) constant cocycles is that 
when T = 2, Z(T, K) may be identified with the set of functions from T to K and 
under this identification Horn (T, K) becomes the set of constant functions. 
2.20 PROPOSITION. Let u be a constant cocycle. Then al(f,) C 8, the T-algebra of 
almost periodic functions on T. 
Proof. This follow from 2.14 and the fact that al(u) = C, 
93. COCYCLES ON s4 
3.1. In this section cocycles on a minimal flow d are identified with a subset of 
Z(M, K). Then the results of $2 are used to study the skew product flow K +4l. 
3.2 Definition. Let Ss be a T-subalgebra of U(u). A cocycle u on d to K is a 
continuous map u: I&I x T + K such that u(x, ts) = u(x, t)u(xt, s)(x E I&I, t, s E T). 
The set of cocycles on d to K will be denoted Z(Sa, K). 
3.3 PROPOSITION. For every u E Z(d, K) let 5: T + K be such that e(t, s) = 
u(x,,t, s) (t, s E T) (here x0 = u/d is the base point of /a[). Then C? E Z(M, K) and 
u -_, a: Z(d, K) + Z(M, K) is an injectiue map with image {S/S E Z(A4, K), al(s) C &(a). 
Proof. That 6 is a cocycle follows immediately from the fact that u is one. Since 
xou = x0, ti is a minimal cocycle. 
Let 6 = 8. Then u(xot, s) = 6(x0& s)(t, s E T), whence by continuity u = 6. 
Let p = q on d. Then 3(p, s) = u(xop, s) = u(xoq. s) = a(q, s) whence p = q (R*). 
Thus al(e) C d. 
Finally suppose 6 E Z(M, K) with al(s) C d. Then 6 induces a cocycle 8 on sp(6) 
to K and u(x, t) = 6(-(x), t)(x E i&l, t E T) is a cocycle on l&l to K with ti = S. 
(Here n: l&l + sp(6) is the map induced by the inclusion al(S) c d). 
3.4 Standing convention. Henceforth Z(&, K) will be identified with the set of 
minimal cocycles u with al(u) c 1. 
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3.5 Definition. Let u E Z(&, K). Then the skew product flow (K zI”PI, T) in- 
duced by (J is the flow with phase space K x ldj, phase group T, and action 
((k, x), t)+(ka(x, t), xr): (K x I.JzI~) x T* K x )&I. 
3.6 Remarks. 1. In general (K $FZ\, T) is not minimal; however, it is pointwise 
almost periodic. Indeed it is partitioned by its minimal subsets. This follows from the 
fact that the map (k, (1, x))+(kl, x): (K x (K x IsZI)+ K x IdI defines an action of K on 
K = 1~41 which makes (K, K x IdI, T) into a bitransformation group with (K 5 
o IdIlK, T) = (II&I, T). 
2. Let p E M. Then p induces a map on K z IsPI (also denoted p) viz: (k, X)P = 
lim (k, x)t. = lim (ka(x, t,), it,,) = (ka(x, p), xp)(k E K, X E I&l). (Here (t,)is a net in 
T which converges to p on PT.) 
Now let q E M with q E M and q/d = x. Then a(x,p) = a(q,p) =f”(q)-Ijo( 
Thus (k, d&p = (U-e(q)-‘f&p), qp I.drQ)(k + K P, 4 E PT). 
3.7 Definition. Let o E Z(.& K). Then the extension of d by cr (denoted 
ext(&cr)) is the T-subalgebra of II(U) which corresponds to the pointed flow 
{(e, xo)T, (e,x,J}. Here x0 is the base point of I.&( and (e,x,,)T is the orbit closure in 
K )c: Id( of the point (e, x0). (r 
3.8 PROPOSITION. Let c E Z(& K). Then 
1. ext (.&a) = d v aI 
2. g(ext (.$ o)) = A rl g(fC) = ker (f,lA) -~ 
3. L = {klk E K, k(e, x0) E (e, xO)T} is u closed subgroup of K such thar j,(A) = 
L. 
4. lexp (~9, a)[ = K X 1~41 if and only if f,(A) = K. (Here I identify lext (4, a)1 with 
(e, x0)T.l 
Proof. 1. By 1 of 3.6 ext (A% o) is an almost periodic extension of d, and by 2.14 
d v aI is also an almost periodic extension of d since al(a) c d. Hence it suffices 
to show that g(ext (a, u)) = @(a v al(f,)). 
Now g(ext (&,c)) = {ala E G. (e, xo)a = (e, x0)}. Hence by 2 of 3.6, a E 
;ke:j (da, a)) iff(fAa ), a IA) = e, x0); i.e. fb(a) = e and a E A. But this is just A fl ( 
B =8(d) n 9(jo) = g(d v aI(f 
This completes the proof of 1 and 2. 
3. Let k E L. Then there exists p E M with (k, x0) = (j,(p), x,,p). This implies that 
~1~2 = ul& and f,(p) = k. Since d v aI is an almost periodic extension of .~4$, p = a 
on & v al(f,) for some CY E A. Thus k = fb(p) = fC(a) E f,(A). 
On the other hand if k = j#(a) for some a E A then k(e, x0) = (k, x0) = (jcl(a), x0) = -- 
jW(a), xoa) E (e, xo)T. 
Thus j,(A) = L, whence L is a closed subgroup of K since f_ induces a continuous 
homomorphism of A/A’ into K. 
4. If lext (&, a)1 = K x J&l then L = K and so f,(A) = K by 3. 
On the other hand if f,(A) = K then KJext (.P?, a)J = lext (d, a)J and so 
(ext (4, u)\ = K x [&I. 
3.9 COROLLARY. Let K be the circle group and let u E Z(d, K). Then K 5/&l is 
minimal if and only if a”+ O(mod d) for all integers n f 0. 
Proof. Let K 5 IdI be minimal. Then j,(A) = K whence j,“(A) = K for all integers 
n # 0. Since fp” = fPm, a”+ 0 (mod d) for all n f 0. 
Conversely if u” + 0 then f_” (A) # { 1) for all integers n. Consequently f,(A) cannot 
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be a finite subgroup of K. This implies that f,(A) = K whence (ext (&, o)l= K x l&l and 
so K ,” w( is minimal. 
3.10 Definitions. Let cr E Z(sB, K). Then u is a coboundary on d or o is co- 
homologous to 0 on ~9 (denoted u - 0 (mod d)) if aI C d. The set of coboun- 
daries on SB will be denoted B(zZ, K). 
Let a, S E Z(&, Kj. Then u and 6 are cohomologous on & (a - S (mod Sp)) if 
al(f,-lb) C Sp. 
3.11 LEMMA. Let u, 6 E Z(d, K). Then 
1. a-O(modd)ifandonlyifA Cg(f,) 
2. u - 6 (mod &) if and only if u-‘6 E Z(& K) and u-‘8 - O(mod Sp). 
3. u - 6 (mod &Ep) if and only if fF(a) = f&(a) (a E A). (Here A = g(1)). 
Proof. 1. Let u - 0 (mod Sp). Then aI C d and so A C g(fg). 
On the other hand if A C g(fm). g(ext d.u)= A ng(f,)= A and so aI c 
ext (s-4, a) = ~4. 
2. Let u - G(mod A?). Then al(u-‘6) C al(f,-18) C & shows that ~~‘6 E Z(d, K) 
, and a-‘6 - O(mod I), then al(f,-lb) C d. whence u - 6 (mod d). 
3. let u - S (mod ~4) and Q E A. Then aI C & where p = a-‘& Hence al(p) C 
d, A C g(p) and A C kerf,,. Thus e = fp(a) = fm(a)-Ifs(a). 
Now let fO(a) = e (a E A) where p = a-‘& Then aI C al(f,,-1) v aI by 1 of 
2.17. Since fs = fm on A and u, S E Z(4 K), g(ext (& u)) =g(ext (&I, 8)). Hence 
ext (Is, a) = ext (Sa, 8). Thus aI C al(f,-1) v ext (4 a). But al(f,-1) = aI by 3 of 
2.17. Hence aI C ext (J% u). 
Let a E A and x E PT. Then fp(ax> = fu(ax)-‘fs(ax) = fo(x)-‘fO(a)-’ fs(a)f6(x) = 
f&x-’ fs(x) = fp(x). Thus A c g(f,). 
Finally aI C ext (a, u) implies that &Z v aI is an almost periodic extension 
of Sp. Since g(.& v aI( = A fl g(f,) = A, d = d v aI and so aI C d. 
3.11 PROPOSITION. 
1. I?(&, K) c Z(.& K) 
2. B(M, K) = Z(M, K) 
3. B(d, K) is a subgroup of Z(M, K) 
4. Z(&, K)B(& K) C Z(d, K) 
5. If K is abelian, then Z(& K) is an abelian group. 
Proof. 1. Follows from the definition. 
2. Since aI is minimal and U(U) the algebra corresponding to M is universal, 
a&f,) C U(u). 
3. Let u, S E B (a. K). BY 2 of 2.17 alCf,b) C aI v alCfs) C d v Sp = d. Hence 
u6 E B(%, K). 
4. let u E B(&!, K) and S E Z(d, K). Then al(&) C al(S) v aI C d v d = 
I by 2.17. 
5. This follows from 6 of 2.17. 
3.12 PROPOSITION. Let a; 8 E ZW, K). Then u - 6 (mod&d) if and only if the 
bitransfomation groups (K, K $zlI, T) and (K, K 5 ‘l&l, T) are isomorphic under an 
isomorphism cp with cp(e, x0). (Here x0 = u/a, the base point of !/&I.) 
Proof. Assume such an isomorphism cp exists. Then f,(t)p(e, xot) = 
du(x0. t). x0t) = cp((e. XOLO t) = (e, x& ot =fa(t)(e,&t). Let a E A. The above rela- 
tions and the continuity of various functions involved allow us to conclude that 
fo(a)(e,x~)=fw(a)cp(e,x~)=f~(a)(e,x~). Thus fc(a)=fa(a)(a E A) whence u--6 
(mod z-0 
Now let u - 6 (mod (I). For k E K and x E I&‘/ set cp(k,x) = (kf,-‘(p)f8(p), x) 
where p E A4 with p/z%? =x. The function cp is well defined, because fo-‘fs = fq-ls and 
al(f,-Id) c Sp. It is readily checked that cp has the desired properties. 
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3.13 Remarks. 1. Lemma 3.10 number 3 shows that - is an equivalence relation 
on Z(&, K) and number 4 shows that the equivalence class to which (T belongs is just 
the orbit of u under B(& K) (see 3 and 4 of 3.12). 
The orbit space Z(&, K)/B(I, K) is denoted H(sP, K). When K is abelian, 
Z(&, K) and H(sB, K) are abelian groups. In this case H(&, K) is called the co- 
homology group of ~4 with coeficients in K. 
The symbol [u] will denote the element of H(s4. K) determined by u E Z(& K). 
2. Proposition 3.8 and 3 of 3.11 show that if u - S (mod a) then ext (a, u) = 
ext (da, 8). The converse is not true in general. Indeed 3.12 shows that u - S (mod &) 
is a much stronger statement han ext (Sa, a) = ext (a, 8). 
3.14 Notation. Henceforth Horn (K, K) will denote the set of continuous 
endomorphisms of K. If u E Z(Js, K) and cp E Horn (K, K), then cpu will denote the 
map (x, t)+ cp(u(x, t)): I.rSl x T + K. It is clear that cpu E Z(.& K). 
3.15 PROPOSITION. Let u, S E Z(S& K). Then 
1. If 6 - Wmod sd) for some 9 E Horn (K, K), then ext (Sp, 6) C ext (J& u). 
2. Zf K is the circlegroup and ext (Sp, S) c ext (d, a), then 6 - cpu (mod d) forsome 
cp E Hom(K,K). 
Proof. 1. It is clear that f, = cp oft. Since fa = f, = cp ofw on A, ker (f,lA) c 
ker (.f~ IA), whence ext (a, 6) c ext (a, u). 
2. If ext (Sp, 6) C ext. (d, a), ker (f,(A) C ker (fS IA). Consequently there exists a 
continuous epimorphism u: f,(A)+ fS(A) such that cp(f,(a)) = f&(a) (a E A). Then up 
may be extended (if necessary) to a continuous endomorphism of K. The above 
relation shows that cpu - 6 (mod d). 
3.16 COROLLARY. Let K be the circle group, u, S E Z(d, K) with ext (a, u) = 
ext (Sa, 8) and f,(A) = K. Then u - S (mod Sp) or u - 6-l (mod &). 
Proof. By 3.15 u - cpS and 6 - cl/a for some cp, 9 E Horn (K, K). Then fO = cp+fv and 
fs = &f+ Since both fw and fa are onto, q and Jr are automorphisms. Thus q(k) = 
k(k E K) or q(k) = E (k E K). 
Recall that for any T-subalgebra d of U(u), the set of almost periodic functions 
on d is a T-subalgebra d” of U(u). This algebra d” is the largest almost periodic 
extension of d. 
The compact topological group A/A* acts freely (on the left) on Id*]. The set of 
homomorphisms of (A/A*, ‘l&‘l) into (k, K) will be denoted Horn (l&l, K). An 
element of Horn (l.#+I, K) is thus a pair of Cf. g) where f: A/A”+ K is a continuous 
homomorphism and g: l&‘l+ K is a continuous map such that g(ax) = g(a)g(x) 
(a E A/A*, x E 1~2’1). I shall also assume that g(uld”) = e. 
Now let a E Z(d, K). Then aI c ~2~ because ext (a, u) is an almost periodic 
extension of d. Thus fc induces a continuous function on I&I. Moreover f,‘IA 
induces a continuous homomorphism of A/AL into K because AX C ker fw. The pair 
(f,(A, f#) is an element of Horn (l&l, K). 
3.17 PROPOSITION. The map & +(fJA, fo): Z(&, K)-+ Horn (l&“l, K) is bijectiue. 
Proof. Since u(x, y) = f,,(x)-‘f,(xy), the above map is injective. 
Let (f, g) E Horn (/&“I, K). The map P +g(pld”l): PT --* K (also denoted g) is 
continuous. Set u(x, y) = g(x)-‘g(xy) (x, y E PT). 
Let x, y E PT with xl& = y’ld. Then there exists a E A such that yld” = axId*. 
Hence u(y, z) = g(y)-‘g(yz) = g(ax)-‘g(axz) = g(x)-‘f (aA’)-‘f (aA#)g(xz) = 
g(x)-‘g(xz) = u(x, z), whence al(u) C 1. Thus u E Z(& K). 
Finally f_(x) = u(e, x) = g(x) (x E /3T) and f(aA”) = f(aA’) = f(aA? f(ul#) = 
g(a’l& = fm(a) (a E A). 
The cohomology classes H(d, K) are obtained from Horn Cl&I, K) by identifying 
(fly gl) with (ftrg2) when fl = f2. 
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3.18 PROPOSITION. Let Horn (A/A”, K) denote rhe set of continuous homomor- 
phisms from A/A’ to K. Then the map u+f,lA: Z(S& K)+ Horn (A/A+, K) induces an 
injective map from H(d, K) into Horn (A/A”, K). When K is abelian this map is a 
monomorphism. (Note: the map f_(A is identified with the one it induces on A/A*.) 
Proof. By 3 of 3.13 two cocycles a, S are cohomologous if and only if they induce 
the same map on A (or A/A* since A” C ker f,, fl ker f&). 
That the map induced on H(&, K) is a monomorphism when K is abelian follows 
directly from the definition of the group structures involved. The proof is completed. 
It will be shown in the next section that the above map is onto when ld1 is 
O-dimensional. 
An interesting problem is to determine “dynamically” when a given cocycle u on 
Sp is cohomologous to some element of a given subset r of Z(& K). Let L = 
II {ker fJS E r}. Then L is a r-closed subgroup of G. Let _!? be a T-subalgebra of 
U(u) with g(..%) = L and let (T - 6 (mod &) with 6 E r. Then fv(a) = fv(a) (a E A) 
implies that A fl L C ker (f,(A). Thus a necessary condition for a to be co- 
homologous to something in r is that ext (~4, a) be contained in d v X The next 
proposition is concerned with sufficient conditions. 
3.19 PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a T-subalgebra of d with g(9) = F, L a T-closed 
normal subgroup of F with F* C L and AL = F, r the image in Z(4 K) of (616 E 
Z(9. K), L c ker (f~IF’)I, and let the image of H(S, K) in Horn (F/F”, K) contain 
Horn (F/L, K). Then u - 6 (mod SQ) for some S E r if and only if ext (Sa, o) C A! v 2, 
where u E Z(d, K) and 9 is any T-subalgebra of U(u) with g(2) = L. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition ext (Sp, a) C d v 2’ has already been 
remarked upon. 
If ext (~4, a) C d v 3, f,lA induces a homomorphism tj of F/L = AL/L = 
A/A fI L into K such that +(aL) = fv(a) (a E A). 
Let 6 E Z(s, K) with f&(a) = $(aL) (a E F = AL). Let p be the image of 6 in 
Z(I, K). Then p E r and fp(a) = fo(a) (a E A). The proof is completed. 
3.20 PROPOSITION. Let Horn (G/E, K)+Hom (AEIE, K) be onto, and let u E 
Z(& K). Then u - S (mod &) for some 6 E Horn (T, K) if7 ext (4 u) C % v ‘8’. 
Proof. Set 9 = d fl $. Then F = AE and the hypothesis implies that the image of 
H(.% K) in Horn (F/F*, K) contains Horn (F/E, K). (Recall that G/E is the Bohr 
compactification of the discrete group T so that Horn (T, K) = Horn (G/E, K).) 
The proof is completed by observing that if 6 E Z($, K) with E C ker fb then 
S - p (mod 9) for some p E Horn (T, K) because Horn (.4/E, K)+ Horn (F/E, K) is 
onto. 
3.21 PROPOSITION. Let T be abelian, K an n-torus, and u E Z(s4, K). Then u is 
cohomologous to a constant cocycle if and only if ext (Sp, a) c I v $5. 
Proof. Since T is abelian, so is G/E. Proposition 3.21 now follows from 3.20. 
3.22 Remarks. 1. Let T be the integers Z and let u E Z(Z, K). Then the cocycle 
m-l 
equation u(r, s + 1) = a(r, s)u(r + s, t)(r, s, t E Z) shows that u(n, m) = /I0 u(n + k, I), 
u(n, 0) = e, and u(n, m) = u(n - m, m)-’ (n E Z, m z 1). Thus the cocycle u is 
completely determined by the function n +u(n, 1): Z-, K. This function will also be 
denoted, u. 
2. Now suppose u E Horn (Z, K), i.e. u(n, m) = G(m) where rL is a homomor- 
phism of Z into K. Then the function n + u(n, 1) is a constant k E K and u(n, m) = 
km (n, m E Z). 
With these remarks in mind the following proposition (due to L. Shapiro) follows 
immediately from 3.21. 
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3.23 PROPOSITIOF~. Let gc be a homeomorphism of the compact Hausdorff X such 
that the flow (X, cp) is minimal and equicontinuous, let K be an n-torus, and let 
u E Z(X, K) be such that ext (X, a) is equicontinuous. Then there exists a E K such 
that ext (X, a) is isomorphic to the orbit closure of the point (e, x0) under the frow 
generated by the homeomorphism (k, x)+(ka, xcp): K x X + K x X, where x0 is any 
point in X. 
When K is the circle group there are many results similar to the ones above which 
depend upon the fact that a co’mpact abelian group is determined by its character 
group and vice-versa. The following result is typical. 
3.24 PROPOSITION. Let K be the circle group. T a subgroup of Z(& K), _YY = 
V{ext (s.$ ~$7 E T}, and 6 E Z(s4, K) with ext (&6) C 2’. Then there exists u E I’ 
with 6 - u (mod &$). 
Proof. Since L = tl {ker (fmIA): u E T}, f, induces a continuous homomorphism 
c from A/L to K (a E T), and the collection {fWlo E T} separates points of A/L. The 
assumption ext (a, S) C 2 implies that L C ker fa. Hence there exists u E I with 
fU = fa. The proof is completed. 
94. SECTIONS OF FLOWS 
4.1. The problem of when the canonical map of ]ext (~4, a)] onto I&l admits a 
continuous cross section is studied with the aim of determining conditions under 
which the map [al + fg: H(&, K)+Hom (A/A”, K) is onto. 
4.2 Definition. Let d, 53 be T-subalgebras of U(u) with & C 9. Then a 
(continuous) section of %? over & is a continuous map s: l&l+ 191 such that s(xl.@ = 
x (x E (%I). For purposes of normalization I also assume that s(uJd) = ~16% (i.e. s 
preserves base points). 
4.3 Notation. The fact that 93 is an almost periodic extension of & with B a normal 
subgroup of A will be denoted d < B. 
Let .&? < $8 and let s be a section of 9 over A Then given x E IdI and t E T there 
exists a E A with s(xt> = as(x)t. Moreover any two such as are congruent modulo B. 
Hence there exists 8: IsPI x T -+ A/B such that s(xt) = 6(x, t)-‘s(x)t (x E (&I, t E T). 
4.4 PROPOSITION. Let d < 3, s a section of W over ~4, and let 6: 1~41 x T -+ A/B be 
such that s(xt) = 8(x, t)-‘s(x)t (x E I&I, t E T). Then 
1. 6 is a cocycle on SB to A/B 
2. S(P1.m = h(P)-‘(PIW (P E An 
3. fa(a) = Ba (a E A). 
Proof. 1. That 6 satisfies the cocycle equation follows immediately from the 
definitions. The continuity of 6 follows from that of s and the fact that A/B is a 
compact topological group which acts freely on ‘I%‘1 with quotient I&l. 
2. Let p E A4 and (t,) a net in T with t,+p. Then ut,+up =p and s(pld)= 
lim s(ut.12-4) = lim s((ul&)t.) = lim 6(u, t,)-’ = (s(ulsQ)t. = S(u, p)-’ = (ul.G$)p = 
fa (P )WIB 1. 
3. Let a E A. Then s(ald) = s(u/d) = u/B whence by 2 u/93 = fa(a)-‘(alS); or 
f8(a)(uIB) = aI@. 
Now let f&(a) = B-y. Then By(ul3) = ~19% whence 71% = aI& Thus Ba = BY = 
fs(o). 
The cocycle 6 is called the cocycle determined by the section s. Notice that 3 above 
implies that all the sections of 9? over d determine the same element of H(sP, A/B). 
4.5 PROPOSITION. Let d < 93. Then there exists a section of p over SB if and only if 
there exists a cocycle 6 on & to A/B with fa(a) = Ba (a E A). 
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Proof. Necessity is just 3 of 4.4. 
To prove sufficiency observe that if p = q on d then p = aq on B for some 
a E A. 
Since B C ker CfsJA). ext (&, S) c 53 whence f&(p)-‘(p/B) = fs(aq)-’ (aq(3) = 
fa(q)-‘fa(a)-‘(a@) = f&(q)-’ Ba-‘(aql3) = f&(q)-‘(91%). 
Thus s(x) = fa(p)-‘(pls%) where p E M with pIti = x is a well defined section of 9? 
over, Sp. 
4.6 Remark. Let d c 9? and suppose that 9 does not admit a section over Sp. 
Then the homomorphism A’a+ Ba: A/A’ + B is not in the image of the map 
[a]-*fo: H(sP,AIB)+Hom(A/A’,A/B); i.e. the above map is in general not sur- 
jective. 
4.7 PROPOSITION. Let u E Z(&, K). Then there exists a section of ext (A!, u) over 
d if and only if o -p (mod &) with f,(M) = f,,(A). 
Proof. Assume that there is a section of ext (d, c+) over d. Then there is a cocycle 
S on d to A/B with fa(a) = Ba (a E A) where B = g(ext (d, a)) = ker (folA). Set 
p = TA where TV: A/B 4 K with f#(Ba) = fW(a) (a E A). Then p E Z(.&, K) with 
f, = f-of,+ Since fa(M) = fa(A), f,(M) = f,(A). Moreover fe(a) = c(Ba) = fp(a) (a E 
A) whence p - u (mod a). 
Now suppose u-p (mod d) with f,(M) = f,(A). Let 6 E Z(M, A/B) be such that 
f6 = f,-‘o f, where & is th e isomorphism of A/B onto f,,(A) induced by f,, (recall that 
ker (f,(A) = ker (f,(A) = B). Then S = L-lop E Z(d, A/B) with fs(a) = f;l-‘(f,(a)) = 
Ba (a E A). The proof is completed. 
4.8 Remarks. 1. Let I&‘1 be the flow determined on the circle S’ by a rotation 
through the angle 2a where 27r is an irrational multiple of a and let 6 be the cocycle 
on d to S’ determined by 6(x, 1) = exp (2ria) (x E l&I). Set 53 = ext (~4 6). Then 
A/B = Zz and I%?1 is not topologically the product A/B x 1.~~1. (Indeed 191 may be 
identified with the subset ((x, x2)1x E S’) of S’ x S'). This implies that there does not 
exist a cocycle u on Sp to A/B with ext (.@?, a) = p. (Since A/B = Zz, f-s’ e would 
mean’that f_ would have to be onto and so there would be a section of 93 over &I. 
2. The above is an example of an almost periodic extension .%I of ~2 such that 
9* ext (Sp, a) (a E Z(&?, A/B)) but 5% = ext (&, 6) for some 6 E Z(zZ, fo where K is 
a group containing A/B. Let me now show that this cannot happen when AIB = S’ 
and K is abelian. 
If it were to happen fs would induce a monomorphism & from A/B into K such 
that h (Ba) = fa(a) (a E A). There would exist a homomorphism +: K+ A/B with 
t,b(fa(a)) =Ba (a E A). Then the cocycle u = $06 on ~2 to A/B would have the 
property that f_(a) = Ba (a E A) and so 9 = ext (&, a), which we assumed could not 
happen. 
The classical three dimensional nil flow over the two torus is an example wherein 
A/B = S’ and 93# ext (a, a) (a E Z(d, A/B)). (See [31 p. 53 for example.) 
I would now like to examine more closely the question as to when there exists a 
section of LB over d. It turns out that one always exists when $3 is an almost periodic 
extension of d and Iti’1 is O-dimensional. The proof of this result is based upon the 
following theorem due to Gleason. 
4.9 PROPOSITION. Let the compact Lie group, H act freely on the compact Haus- 
dofl space X. Then the canonical map V: X+ XIH = Y admits local sections; i.e. 
given y E Y there exist a neighborhood CJ of y and a continuous map s: U--,X such 
that n(s(u)) = v(v E U). 
4.10 COROLLARY. Zf in addition to the assumptions of 4.9. Y is O-dimensional, then 
r admits a global section; i.e. there exists s: Y -+ X continuous with a(s(y)) = 
Y(Y C Y). 
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Pr;oof. Let U,,...? U. be a cover of Y consisting of open-closed subsets and let 
Si: Vi + X be continuous maps with m(si(y)) = y (y E Vi, 1 I i 5 n). Such exist by 4.9. 
Set i(y) = min{ily E Vi} (y E Y). Then s(y) = s&y) (y E Y) is the desired 
section. 
I would now like to do without the assumption that H is a Lie group. Thus let Z-Z 
be a compact topological group and let it act freely on a compact Hausdorff space X 
and suppose that Y = X/H is O-dimensional. I would like to show that the canonical 
map 7r: X+ Y admits a section. 
To this end let 2 denote the set of closed subgroups of H and S the set of pairs 
(K, s) where K E X and s is a section of the canonical map TK: X/K+ Y. The set S 
is not-empty since (H, I) E S, where I: X/H -+ Y is the identity map. 
Let (K,, s,), (K2, ~2) E S. Then set (K,, s,) 5 (Kz, s2) if Kz C K, and the diagram 
sX/K2 Ip - X/K, 
97 7% 
Y 
is commutative where cp is the canonical map. The relation I makes S into a partially 
ordered set. 
No& let {(Ki, si)li E I} be a simply ordered subset of S. Then the intersection K of 
the Ki (i E I) is a closed subgroup of H. Let s: Y + II X/Ki be the map such that 
iEI 
s(y) = (s,(y)li E I) (y E Y). Since {(Ki, si)li E I} is simply ordered the image of s is 
just the inverse limit of the system (X/Ki, qij) (i, j E I with Ki C Ki), where vii: 
X/Ki+X/Kj is the canonical map. This inverse limit is just X/K whence (K, s) E S 
and (K, si) s (K, s)(i E I). The partially ordered set (S, 5) is thus inductive. 
Let (L, r) be a maximal element of S. The proof will be completed by showing that 
L = {e}. Indeed if this were not so there would exist a closed normal subgroup K of H 
such that L n K# L and H/K is a Lie group. 
The composition L+ H + H/K induces an isomorphism of N = L/L fl K onto a 
closed subgroup of H/K whence N is a Lie group. Moreover N acts freely on 
X/L nK and (X/L nK)/N = X/L. Hence the canonical map cp: X/L nK+X/L 
admits local sections. Let U,, . . . , U,, be an open cover of X/L and ti continuous 
maps of Vi into X/L n K such that q(ti(U)) = u(u E Vi, 1 pi 5 n). Let VI,. . . , V, be 
an open-closed cover of Y such that r(Vi) C Ui(l5 i 5 n), and set j(y) = 
min{ily E Vi}(y E Y). Then the map S: Y + X/L n K such that s(y) = 
tj(,,(r(y))(y E Y) is a continuous section with cp(s(y)) = r(y)(y E Y) a fact which 
contradicts the maximality of (L, r). This completes the proof of: 
4.11, PROPOSITION.. Let the compact topological group H act freely on the compact 
Hausdo@ space X and let X/H be O-dimensional. Then the canonical map of X onto 
Xlfi admits a global section. 
4.12 COROLLARY. In addition to the assumptions of 3.12 let K be a closed subgroup 
of H. Then the canonical map of X/K onto XIH admits a global section. 
Proof. Compose a global section of X + XIH with the canonical map X+ X/K. 
A slight modification of the proof of 4.11 together with 4.12 yields: 
4.13 PROPOSITION. Let the compact topological group H act freely on the compact 
Hausdor;B space X such that X/H is O-dimensional, let K and L be closed subgroups 
of H with L c K and let s be a section of the canonical map of XIK + XIH. Then 
there exists a section t of the map XIL-, XIH such that the diagram. 
2 XIL 
X/H 4 
P XIK 
(is commutative. Here XIL+ XIK is the canonical map.) 
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4.14 Remark. The relevance of the above propositions to our situation resides in 
the fact that A/A” is a compact topological group which acts freely on l&l with 
quotient I&l. Moreover if $B is an almost periodic extension of d. B/A* is a closed 
subgroup of A/A” and I$731 is the quotient of I.&( by B/A*. Thus 4.12 and 4.13 may be 
applied to our situation to yield: 
4.15 PROPOSITION. Let 1.~41 be O-dimensional and let 93 be an almost periodic 
extension of d. Then there exists a section of 93 over 1. 
4.16 PROPOSITION. Let 1~41 be O-dimensional, let 93 and 2 be almost periodic 
extensions of S with d C 93 C 2 and let r be a section of 93 over &. Then there exists 
a section s of Y over B such that r(x) = s(x)I_~ (x E l&l). 
4.17 Remarks. 1. The space (U(u)l of the universal flow is O-dimensional. Hence 
one way of proving that l&l is O-dimensional is to show that the canonical map of 
JR(u)1 onto l&l is open. 
2. Let & be a T-subalgebra of u(u). Then [3] and 1 above shows that the space 
Ill(A)/ of its maximal proximal extension is O-dimensional. (Indeed it can be shown 
that llI(A)I is extremely disconnected.) 
3. Again let Sp be a T-subalgebra of U(u), L = (p: p E M, pi& = u(d), and X = 
{LopIp E M} C 2”. Then X is the maximum strongly proximal extension of zz2 and 
the canonical map of M onto X is open. Hence X is O-dimensional. (These results 
were communicated to me by S. Glazner, see [4].) 
4. Using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 4.11 one can show 
that when the Furstenberg structure theorem [3, 15.141 is applicable that if 3 is a distal 
extension of d with I&I O-dimensional, then there exists a section of 3 over d. 
5. Let 93 be an almost periodic extension of SQ and let T be countable. Then it can 
be shown that there are extensions J? of r;B and 4 of $B such that J? is O-dimensional. 
a is an almost periodic extension of 3, and {x: x E d and xl& = ul&} is a singleton, 
(i.e. 2 is an almost one-one extension of a.) In this case of course there exists a 
section of 8 over 2. 
I would now like to apply the above results in some situations where the flow is 
O-dimensional. 
Recall that d’ is the largest almost periodic extension of 1 and that A” = g(sP’). 
If u E Z(&, K), then {, will denote the homomorphism of A/A’ into K induced 
by f-IA. 
The following is a strengthening of Proposition 3.18 in the case when ‘I&l is 
O-dimensional. 
4.18 PROPOSITION. Let I&l be O-dimensional. Then the map [al+f;r: H(s4, K)-, 
Horn (A/A”, K) is bijective. If K is abelian, then the above map is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By 3.18 it suffices to show that the map is onto. 
To this end let A E Horn (A/A*, K) with kernel B/A”. Then B is a T-closed normal 
subgroup of A and & c %l where %I = g(B) n d’. Moreover, g(B) = B. 
By 4.15 and 4.5 there exists S E .Z(.& A/B) such that fa(a) = Ba (a E A). Set 
u = A 06. Then o E Z(& K) and f_ = A 0 fs. Hence fm = A. The proof is completed. 
The results of $4 give a clear picture of the set of almost periodic extensions of Sp 
when I&[ is O-dimensional. Thus: 
4.19 PROPOSITION. Let ISal be O-dimensional. Then there exists u E Z(d, A/A’) 
such that the unique almost periodic extension 3 with group B is given by I.%/ = 
A/B 51~41 for all r-closed subgroups B with AX c B C A. (The action of T on 
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A/B x IdI is given by (Ba, x)t = (Ban(u(x, t), xf) (a E A. x’E .Is~], t E 1’) where 
7r: AyA’+ A/B is the canonical map of A/A* onto the homogeneous space A/B.) 
Proof. The existence of a section of &’ over d (Proposition 4.15) implies that 
‘Id”] = A/A* zls4l f or some u E Z(d, A/A*). Moreover (A/A”, A/A* cls4I. T) is a 
bitransformation group so that if one divides out by the action of the closed subgroup 
B/A’ one obtains a flow with group B. Since there is only one almost periodic 
extension of d with group B, this must be it. The proof is completed. 
$5. THE PERTURBED FLOW 
5.1 Let d<% Then (A/B, 131, T) is a bitransformation group with quotient 
(]a], T). A cocycle u on d to A/B may be used to define a new action on I%] via the 
map (x, t)+ a(~]&, t)-‘XC: @?I x T + I3j. In this section the properties of this new flow 
and its relation to the flow ext (Sp, a) are studied. 
The new action of T on 1931 will be denoted x; r or simply x 0 t (x E )$%I, t E T) 
and the new flow denoted (911,. 
5.2 PROPOSITION. Let ~4 < 93 and u E Z(&, A/B). Then 
1. x 0 p = ~(x1.d. p)-‘(xp) = f,(qp)-‘f,(q)(xp) (x E 1931. P- 4 E M with qlB = x) and 
2. The flow 193l, is poirttwise almost periodic. 
Proof. 1. Let (t,) be a net on T which. converges to p E M. By definition 
x op = lim (x 0 1,) = lim a(xla. t,)-‘(xr,) which converges to u(x]sP, p)-‘(xp) by 2.6 and 
the continuity of the map (Ba, x)+axl9: A/B x I9,l+lal. 
Let q/58 = x. Then q/4 = x/a and a(~]&, p) = u(q, p) = fW(q)-‘fW(qp). 
2. Let x E 1931. Since the flow 58 is minimal, there exists an idempotent u E M 
with xv = x. Then (x]&)u = x(Sa and x 0 u = u(x(d, u)-‘xv = x by 2.13. Hence x is an 
almost periodic point of the flow ‘]$?11,[3, 3.71. 
The proof of 5.2 shows that if x0 is the base point of the flow (31 then x00 u = x0 
and so xo may be used as the base point of the minimal subset {xoopJp E M} of the 
flow ]a]_. The algebra of this new pointed minimal flow will be denoted by per (9, u) 
and be referred to as the perturbed flow of W by means of the cocycle u. Thus 
(Iper (% u)l, 43) is identified with ({xoopIp E M}, x0) via the map p/B + xoop (p E 
M). I shall use this identification without further comment. 
5.3 PROPOSITION. iet d < 93 and u E Z(s4, A/B). Then 
1. S(per (9, u)) = {ala E A, f#(a) = Ba} 
2. per (3, a) is a distal extension of ~4 
3. 9? v ext (Sa, a) = 9 v per (9, a) = ext (a, a) v per (9, u) = ext (per (9, u), a). 
(Notes: (i) Since d C per (a, a), u determines a cocycle (also denoted by u) on 
per (9% a) to A/B. Thus ext (per (3, a), a) is defined. 
(ii) Since B v ext (a, u) is an almost periodic extension of d, 3 implies that 
per (a, a) is an almost periodic extension of d). 
Proof. 1. Let xo be the base point of both I%] and Iper(9,u)l. Let a E g 
(per (58, a)) and f-(a) = By with y E A. Then x,, = xoa = f_(ua)-‘fu(u)xoa = 
(By-‘)(xoa). Hence xoy = (By)(xo) = xoa from which it follows that ay-’ E B. 
Consequently a E By C A and fo(a) = By = Ba. 
On the other hand if a E A and fW(a) = Ba, then xooa = fc(a)-‘xoa = 
(Ba-‘)(xoa) = xo whence a E g (per (3, a)). 
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2. Letp,qEMwithp=qonper(~,cr).Thenx,~p=Xo~qandpla=(xop)l~= 
(x~(l)]d = CJ(& by 1 of 5.2. Thus d C per (93, [T). 
Now let p = PU on d. Since %? and ext (&,(I) are almost periodic extensions of 1. 
P = PU on 9 and f,(p) = f,(pu). Hence x,op = fo(p)-‘x,,p = f_(pu)-‘xOpu = xopu. Thus 
per (9. a) is a distal extension of ;sB. 
3. The various flows involved are all distal extensions of Sp so that it suffices to prove 
that their groups are equal. 
Let S = a(ext (da. a)) and P = g(per (9, a)). Then ~(98 v ext (d, o)) = B flS, 
g(%? v per (93, (T)) = B n P, g(ext (a, a) v per (9% a)) = S n P, and g(ext (per 
(9, a), (T) = ker (f/P> = B fl P. I shall show that B fl S c B n P c P fl 
scsns. 
Let CY E B n S. Then a E B and fV(a) = B = Ba. Therefore a E B fl P. 
Let a E B fl P. Then a E B and f_(a) = Ba = B whence a E P fl S. 
Finally let a E P n S. Then fo(a) = Ba and fW(a) = B, whence a E B n S. The 
proof is completed. 
5.4 COROLLARY. Let a, 6 E Z(& A/B). Then 
1. 6 - c (mod Sp) implies that per (a, 6) = per (9, LT) 
2. u - 0 (mod a) implies that 53 = per (3, a). 
Proof. 1. follows from 1 and 2 of 5.3 and the fact that u - 6 (mod a) implies that 
fo=fbonA. 
2. follows from 3 of 5.3 and the fact that u - 0 (mod ~72) implies & = ext (~4, a). 
In general the converse of 2 of 5.4 is false. However something can be said in the 
case when A/B is isomorphic to the circle group. 
5.5 PROPOSITION. Let s? < $3, u E Z(l, A/B), and AIB isomorphic to the circle 
group. Then per (3, a) = 98 if and only if u - 0 (mod d) or $33 is a double couer of 
ext (~4, CT); i.e. ext (d, u) C 9 and g(ext (&, u))/B = &. 
Proof. By 2 of 5.4 9 = per (98, u) if u - 0 (mod a). 
Noti suppose $8 is a double cover of ext (d, a). Then aI C 9. Hence B C 
ker fp and so f0 induces a homomorphism f0 of A/B into A/B. Since g(ext (Sp. u)) = 
ker(fJA) and B is a subgroup of index 2 of g(ext (S. a)). ker (TOjA) must be a 
subgroup of index 2 of A/B. Hence f(Ba) = Ba’ (Q E A). (Recall that the continuous 
endomorphisms of the circle group are of the form k + k” where n E Z). 
Let a E g(per (Se, a)). Then f-(a) = Ba. But f#(a) = f_(Ba) = Ba’. Since 
the only solution of the equation k2 = k in the circle group is k = 1, the above relations 
imply that a E B. Thus g(per ($1~)) C B. 
On the other hand al (fq> C 8 implies that B C g(per (9% a)) by 1 of 5.3. 
Thus in this case also 9 = per (3, a). 
Let CZ8 =per ($9, u). Then by 3 of 5.3 fm induces an endomorphism fC of A/B. This 
must be of the form f;l(Ba) g Ba” (a E A) for some n E 2. If 0 # n# 2, then there 
exists a E B with Ba” = Ba; i.e. fw(a) = Ba with a E B. This can’t happen because 
a E g(per (3, a)) = B. 
The proof is completed. 
5.6 Remarks. 1. Before discussing this situation further it is necessary to recall 
the dynamical interpretation of the fact that two T-subalgebras 9 and 9i? of U(u) are 
equal. This means that there is an isomorphism cp of the flow IS] onto the flow I%‘] 
which carries the base point of IS] onto the base point of IX]. Thus if 9 = %‘, then the 
corresponding flows are isomorphic or conjugate. The converse is in general not true. 
Thus the two flows ‘IS] and IX] may be conjugate without %’ and 9 being equal. The 
reason for this is that algebras correspond to pointed flows not flows. Thus there 
might be an isomorphism of ISI onto ‘I%‘] which does not preserve the basepoint. 
It is easily seen from the general theory in [3] that (91 and I%‘] are conjugate if and 
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only if there exists a E G with %YY = %‘. Thus in case one of the flows involved is 
regular the two notions (conjugacy, and equality of algebras) coincide. 
2. Let d be the algebra corresponding to the flow whose phase space is R2/Z2 and 
whose phase group is the integers with generator cp: R2/Z2* R2/ZZ such that cp(Z2 + 
x) = Z2+ x + a where a = (a,, a2) E R2 with 1, a, and a2 rationally independent. (The 
base point is Z2). 
Let C?Il correspond to the flow on R3/Z3 defined by I(r(Z3 + x) = Z3 + x + fi where 
/3 = (a1,a2,a3) with 1, al,az, a3 rationally independent. Then d < SB and A/B is 
isomorphic to the circle group R/Z. 
The simplest way to perturb 6% is by means of a constant cocycle, u. In this case 
this amounts to picking a real number U. The perturbed flow II, is then given by 
&,(Z3 + x) = Z3 + x + (a,, a2, a3 - a). Then o - 0 if and only if 1, al, a2, o are rationally 
dependent. 
In this case CR is regular so that B = per (2, a) if and only if IS’1 and [per (9, a)/ 
are conjugate. Thus 5.5 gives that Ial and Jper (~4% a)1 are conjugate if and only if 
1, al, a2, (T are rationally dependent or D = 2013. 
3. Let I be as in 2. I shall now construct an almost periodic extension L! of d 
such that d < 2, A/L E R/Z but per (2, a) will behave quite differently than in 2. 
The flow 2 is just the classical nil flow. (For a fuller discussion of some of the 
remarks in 3 see [7]). 
For x and y in R3 set xy = (x, + yI, x2 + y2, x3 + y3 + x,y2) where x = (xl, x2, x3) and 
y = (y,, y2, ~3). (The definition of xy has been changed slightly in order to conform 
with 2.) 
Let D = {XIX E R3, xl. x2. x3 E Z}. Then D is a closed cocompact subgroup of R3 
and the phase space N of the flow corresponding to 2 is just R’/ D. The action is given by 
the map p(Dx) = Ox/3 where /3 = (a,, a?. a& with aI, a: as in 2. 
The subgroup L = {x’lx, = 0 = x2} of R3 is its center, LDID c R/Z, the section of 
LDID on N commutes with that of p and the quotient is just IsPI. Thus J& < 2 and 
AIL < R/Z. 
Now suppose we use CT E R to perturb L! just as we did in 2. Then the perturbed 
flow is given by p,(Dx) = Dx(a,, a2, a3 - u) and as before u - 0 (mod d) if and only if 
1, al, a2, u are rationally dependent. (The possibility that X? be a double cover of 
ext (~4 a) can be ruled out on topological grounds.) However in this case the flows [Cl 
and lper (2, a)1 are always conjugate. To see this pick yI, y2, y3 such that aly2- u = 
yla2 set cp(Dx) = Dx, and verify that cpp_ = p(p. 
This shows that 2 is not regular. In this example A is a normal subgroup of G; L is 
a normal subgroup of G; L is a normal subgroup of A but L is not a normal subgroup 
of G. 
5.7 PROPOSITION. Let d < .%I and u E Z(d, A/B). Then there is a section of 
93 v per (.CB, u) ouer per (2, a). 
Proof. Set s(plper (3, a)) = f,(p)-‘(p]B v per (3, a)) (p E M). It suffices to show 
that s is well defined. Let p, q E A4 with p = q on per (3, a). There exists .a E 
g(per,S,u)) such that p = aq on %? v per (3, a) = .%? v ext (~4, a). Then 
fAp)-‘(pIa v per (9% a)) = fC(aq)-‘(aqlP v per (3. a)) = 
fo(q)-‘Ba-‘(aq[631 v per (3, a)) = f_(q)-’ (ql93 v per (B, u)). The proof is completed. 
5.8 COROLLARY. Let ~4 < 9% Then there is a section of 623 orer I if and only if there 
exists u E Z(d, A/B) wirh SB = per (3, u). 
Proof. Assume that there is a section of B over & and let u be the corresponding 
cocycle on & to A/B. Then the equation f,(a) = Ba (a E A) shows that A = 
g(per (3, u)). whence d = per (3, a). 
The sufficiency part of 5.8 follows directly from 5.7. 
‘The following results are closely related to those centering around Proposition 3.19. 
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5.9 PROPOSITION. Let d < 93 with A/B abelian, let L be a r-closed subgroup of G 
such that A C L and such that the image of H(&. A/B) in Horn (A/A’, A/B) contains 
{A/A fl L C ker A}, and let cr E Z(z& A/B) with per (a. a) C ~4 v A(L). Then there 
exists a section of 3 over d and y E Z(l, A/B) with ay - 77 (mod &4) where 7) is the 
cocycle corresponding to the section. 
Proof. Let p(a) = f_(a)-‘Ba (a E A). Then because A/B is abelian, p is a 
homomorphism of A into A/B with ker p = g(per (3, (T)) > A rl L. Hence there exists 
y E Z&J, A/B) such that f,(a) = p(a)(a E A). Consequently if q = cry, f,,(a) = 
f_(a)(f,(a) = Ba (a E A). The proof is completed. 
5.10 PROPOSITION. Let d < 9, (T E Z(&, A/B) with per (3, a) C d v 8, and let 
A/B be abelian and satisfy (1) every continuous homomorphism of a closed subgroup 
of GIE into AIB may be extended to a continuous homomorphism of GIE into AIB. 
Then there exists a section of 3 ouer.4, and ay - 7 (mod d) where y E Horn (T, A/B) 
and q is the cocycle on d to AIB corresponding to the section. 
Proof. Let A : AIA fl E + A/B be a continuous homomorphism. Then there exists 
a continuous homomorphism p: GIE + AlB such that p restricted to AEIE is the 
composite of A and the canonical isomorphism of AEIE onto AIA fl E. 
Set 6(t) = p(Eut) (t E T). Then 6 E Hom(T,AIB) and f*(a) = p(Ea) = 
A(A 13 Ea) (a E A). Proposition 5.10 now follows from 5.9. 
5.11 COROLLARY. Let d < 24 let AIB be abelian and satisfy (1) of 5.10, and let 
D = {crT(o E Z(s4, A/B), and per ($43, u) C d v 8). Then {[oIla E D} constitutes a 
single coset of Horn (T, AIB) in H(zZ; AIB). (Recall that since AIB is abelian, 
H(& AIB) is a group). 
Proof. Let cr E D, 6 E Horn (T, A/B), p = a& and a E A fl E. Then fs(a) = e 
and fo(a)= Ba implies that fp(a)= Ba. Thus A fl E C (per(%?, p)) whence 
per (W, p) C ~4 v 8 and so p E D. Consequently {[cr]]a E D} is a union of cosets of : 
Horn (T, AIB). 
Now let Q, g2 E D. By 5.10 there exist ~)r, I)~, yI, y2 such that [a,] = [nr][yr], 
[a21 = [vzI[YzI, YI, ~2 E Horn (T, AIB) and f,,(a) = Ba =f,Ja) (a C A). Thus [VII= 
[7721 whence [ml = I~~l[r21-‘[rJ = [u~I[Y~-‘Y~I E [a21 Horn (TV AIB). 
5.12 Remarks. 1. If GIE is abelian (which is the case when T is abelian) and AlB 
is abelian and connected, then it can be shown that (1) holds. 
2. If AE = G, then AlA n E is isomorphic to GIE, and the proof of 5.10 shows 
that condition (1) is not needed in this case. Thus if T is abelian, d weak mixing, 
Sp <46 with AIB abelian, then there exists a section of 9 over d if there exists 
u E Z(4 AIB) with per (a, a) c d v 8. 
3. The usual application of 5.10 and 5.11 is to the groups Z and R. Since Z is 
discrete we may apply 5.10 and 5.11 to it verbatim. However in the case of R we 
would like to take into account its topology. Thus we would like to be able to replace 
the set of all homomorphisms of R into A/B (i.e. Horn (R, AIB)) by the continuous 
onces Home (R, A/B). That this is legitimate can be seen by replacing E by S in 5.10, 
where S is the group of the algebra {f Vu = f, f: R-, R is uniformly continuous}. Then 
6 E Home (R, AIB) because &I.!? is the Bohr compactification of R. 
4. Let T = Z or R and AlB = K, the circle group, and provide Z(d, K) with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of ]sP] x T. If ]&I is metrizable 
then it is easy to see that Z(&, K) is a complete metric topological group. In [6] the 
authors prove a theorem (3) which combined with 5.11 implies that when d is weak 
mixing and AIB = K, then D is of the first category in Z(I, K). 
An examination of the proofs of 5.10, 5.11 and 3.20 shows that the following is 
valid. 
5.13 PROPOSITION. Let d <S, let A/B be abelian and satisfy (1) of 5.10 and let 
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F = {ala E 2(&I, A/B), and ext (&, a) C d v 8). 
single coser of Horn (T, A/B) in H(s$ A/B). 
It is not difficult to construct examples wherein 
5.13 are different. However if SB C 8, then the 
per (9% a) (Prop. 5.3) implies that F = D. 
Then {[o][a E F} constitutes a 
the consets involved in 5.11 and 
fact that 93 v ext (Sa, a) = 28 v 
5.14 PROPOSITION. Let u E Z(Sa, K) with K abelian, 58 = ext (~4, a), and S E 
Z(& A/B). Then per (2%, S) = ext (~4, y) where y is the cocycle on d to K given by 
y = (fS 0 S)u_‘. 
Proof. Let a E A. The relation f,(u)f,(a) = f,(f&(a)) shows that f,.(u) = e if and 
only if fa(u) = Ba. Thus the groups of the two flows involved are equal whence the 
flows themselves are equal. 
There is a similar result for the composition of perturbations. 
5.15 PROPOSITION. Let d < $33 with A/B abelian, u E Z(d. A/B), 2 = per (9, a), 
and p E Z(s4, A/L). Then per (9,~) = per ($22, u?rop) where We: A/L+ A/B is the 
homomorphism induced by a + fm-‘(a)Ba: A + A/B. (Note that since A/B is abelian, 
this map is a homomorphism. Its kernel is L, the group of the flow per (Se, a).) 
Proof. Let S = urT,op. Then f&(u) = fC(u) P,(fp(u)) = f#(u)f,-‘(c)Be where 
fp(u) = Lc(u E A). Thus f&(u) = Ba implies that Ba = fS(a)fW-‘(c)Be whence 
f_(uc-‘) = But-‘. Hence ac-’ E L or La = Lc, and therefore fp(a) = Lc = La. 
On the other hand if fp(a) = La, f&(a) = fm(u) fv-‘(u)Ba = Bu. Thus g(per (9, p)) = 
g(per (3, U~F, 0 p)). The ptoof is completed. 
5.16 Definition. Let Sp be a T-subalgebra of U(u) and let d” be the maximum 
almost periodic extension of ~4. Then A = A*[A, A] and d = ll(A) n d’, where 
[A, A] is the T-closed subgroup of A generated by the set {uba-‘b-‘]a, b E A}. 
5.17 PROPOSITION. Let I < 3. Then A/B is abefiun if and if 24 c d. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the image of A in A/A’ under 
the canonical map is the commutator subgroup of A/A*. 
5.18 PROPOSITION. Let d be such that the map ]ul+f~: H(d, 
A/A)+ Horn (A/A*, A/A) is onto and ler ~3 < 9I C -2. Then there exists u 
homeomorphism cp of 191 onto a subset of Id] with q(x)]& = cp(xls8) (x E Ia]) if and 
only if !2l = ext (~4, a) for some u E Z(sQ, A/A). 
Proof. Let u E Z(S~, A/A) and B = ext (a, u). Then Q -+ f,(a)-‘&: A + A/A is a 
homomorphism since A/A is abelian. Hence there exists 6 E Z(&, A/A) with f&(a) = 
fv(u(a)-‘Aa(a E A). This implies that B = a(per (2, 6)) whence 9 = per (a, a). The 
required map is then p + xoop: ]~%a(-, ].s?]. 
On the other hand let cp be a homomorphism of ‘ISI onto a subset Y of Ihl such 
that co(x)lzzZ =xJd (x E ‘lSBl>. Then the map (y, r)-+y 0 t = q(cp-‘(y)t): Y x T-* Y 
defines an action of T on Y such that rr(yot) = v(y)t (y E Y, r E T), where r: 
bl+l~Jl is the restriction map. Of course the two flows (I%[, T) and (Y, T) are 
tsomorphic. 
Since p(yo t) = n(yt) (y E Y, t E T) there exists 6 E Z(&, A/A) with y 0 r = 
6(y, r)-‘yt. Thus (Y, T) = (‘[per (a, S)l. T). Finally let a E Z(d, A/A) be such that 
US = E, where f,(u) = Au (a E A). Then per (a, 6) = ext (~4, u) = 9. The proof is 
completed. 
Finally I should like to discuss the notion of a supplement and its relation to 
extensions and perturbations. 
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5.19 Definition. Let d C 9 C ii& Then 9 has an d-supplement in 9 if there exists 
a T-subalgebra Y with 9 v Y = 3 and 9 tl Y = d. 
5.20 LEMMA. Let $?8 be an almost periodic extension of d and let Sp < 9 C 9. 
Then 9 has an I-supplement in 93 if and only if there exists a r-closed subgroup S of 
A with FS = A and F tl S = B. 
Proof. Let Y be a T-subalgebra of +% with 9 fl Y = d and 9 v Y = 9. Then 
F fl S = B by [3, Il.41 and FS = A by [3, 4 of 18.10 and 18.41. 
On the other hand let S be a T-closed subgroup of A with F fl S = B and 
FS = A. Set Sp = U(S) n ~4’. Then Y is an almost periodic extension of ti with 
g(S) = S. It now follows immediately from a consideration of the groups involved that 
Sp is an d-supplement of 9 in 9. 
5.21 COROLLARY. Let 9J be an almost periodic extension of Sp, d c 9 C 53, and let 
W be a proximal extension of d (i.e. d C 92 and R = A). Then 9 has an d-supplement 
in 48 if and only if 9 v 9 has an %-supplement in 9? v 91 
Proof. This follows from 5.25 and the fact that g(d) = g(g), g(9) = g(9 v 2) and 
g(9) = 8(@ v 3). 
5.22 PROPOSITION. Let p be an almost periodic extension of & with B <A, 
1< 9 C 9, and let the map [al-f;,: H (s& AIB+Hom (A/A’, A/B) be onto. Then 
9 has an &-supplement in 9 if and only if there exists u E Z(I, A/B) with 9= 
ext (Sp, (T) and [a] = [TU 0 a]. In this case per (3, a) is an &-supplement of 9 in 9% 
(Note that 9= ext (a, a) implies that B C ker (f,]A), whence f@ determines a 
homomorphism &: A/B + A/B. Therefore Twoa is a well defined cocycle on Sp to 
A/B.) 
Proof. Let Sp be an d-supplement of 9 in 3. Then by 5.24, A/B is the semidirect 
product of FIB and SIB. Let cp: A --, A/B be the map such that q(a) = Bs (a E A) 
where a = bs for some b E F and s E S. Then cp is a well defined continuous 
homomorphism with rp 0 cp = cp and ker cp = F. 
Let u E Z(&, A/L) with fv(a) = q(a) (a E A). Then ker(f,]A) = F implies 
that 9= ext (Sp. a). Moreover fg(a) = Ba if and only if a E S shows that S = 
g(per (Se, v)) whence Y = per (9, a). 
Finally let S = fmo u. Then fa = f.0 f. and cp = q 0 rp imply that fs = f. whence 
S - g (mod I). 
Now suppose that 9 = ext (Sp. a) where u E Z(&, A/B) with [a] = [TV ~a]. Set 
Y = per (G& u). Then Y v 9 = SB by 5.3 and it remains to be shown that FS = A. This 
follows from the fact that F = ker (f,(A) and r;rof_ = fo. (Write a = (ar-‘)r (a E A), 
where f_(a) = Br.) 
Combining 5.22, 5.21, 2 of 4.17, and 4.18 gives the following result. 
5.23 PROPOSITION. Let SB < 93 and d < 9 C 9. Then 9 has an d-supplement in SB 
if and only if there exists u E Z(U(A), A/B) with 9 v U(A) = ext (U(A), a) and 
[aI = ]?+I. 
5.24 PROPOSITION. Let d c 9?‘, u E Z(s.6 A/B), F = g(per (a, a)), L = {ala E A, 
Ba = f_(p)-‘BP for some p E A}, and H = ker (fo(A). Then (i) HF = A if and only if 
L = BH and (ii) if HF = A then ext (a,~) has per(9,u) as an &-supplement in 
ext (Sp. a) v per (6% a). 
Proof. (i) Assume HF = A. It is clear from the definition of L that BH C L. Let 
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a E L. Then Ba = fv(/3)-‘B/3 for some p E A. There exist h E Zf and y E F with 
/3 = hy. Hence Ba = f,,(y)-‘Bhy = By-‘BHy = By-‘hy. Since I-Z is a normal subgroup 
of A, y-‘hy E H, whence a E BZf. 
Now suppose BH = L and let a E A. Set Ba =f,,(a)-‘Ba. Then a E L and so 
a = bh with b E B and h E I-I. Hence Bh = fc(a)-‘Ba, or fo(a) = Bah-’ = Bah-‘~-‘a. 
Set I = ah-‘a-‘. Then I E H and fW(fa) =fC(a) = Bla, whence la E F. Thus a = 
I-‘la E HF. 
Statement (ii) follows immediately from 5.20. 
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